
 

Parts List 
Headband x1 Foam Pad x1 Visor Band x1  Visor Sheet x4 Tape and Adjuster x1 

Assembly Instruc3ons 
1. Remove adhesive backing from foam pad 

and aCach to headband inside the 
guidelines marked on the headband.

2. Thread elasFc tape through the outer slot in 
headband as shown. Note: OrientaFon of 
the Adjuster.

3. Thread elasFc tape through the inner slot in the 
Headband as shown.

4. Bend the Headband (it can help to hold it between 
your knees) and thread the tape through the Inner 
and outer slots at other end of the Headband as 
shown

5. Thread the tape through the Adjuster as shown 6. ACach LeP hand end of visor band to LeP side of 
head band as shown. Note LeCers ‘L’ must be aligned 
upright on both parts. 

5. Rotate the visor band ~30degrees anF-clockwise 
past the detent to lock in place 

6. Bend the Visor band to aCach the right-hand end 
to the pivot on the Head band. Note the leCers R 
must be aligned upright on both parts. 
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Nifco Visor Instruc3ons



CAREFULLY READ THESE USER INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS VISOR 
Applicable to products: Nifco Visor 1 
Manufacturer: Nifco UK Limited, Eaglescliffe, Stockton on Tees, TS16 0PS 
NoFfied body: Module B and C2 - SATRA Technology Europe Ltd, Bracetown Business Park, Clonee, D15YN2P. Republic of 
Ireland (NoFfied Body 2777). DeclaraFon of conformity (www.nifcoeu.com) 
These products are classed as Category III Personal ProtecFve Equipment (PPE) by the European PPE RegulaFon (EU) 
2016/425 and have been shown to comply with this RegulaFon through limited tesFng against the Harmonised European 
Standard EN 166:2001 (see below). 
This product is designed to provide some protecFon against contact with airborne droplets that may consFtute a biological 
hazard. However, always remember that no item of PPE can provide full protecFon and care must always be taken while 
carrying out the risk-related acFvity. Never use this visor for protecFon against other hazards for which the product is not 
design for or tested against 
PERFORMANCE AND LIMITATIONS OF USE – These products have been tested in accordance with EN 166: 2001 Clauses: 6 ¦ 
Design; 7.1.1 ¦ Field of vision; 7.1.2.1 ¦ RefracFve powers; 7.1.2.2 ¦ TransmiCance; 7.1.2.3 ¦ Diffusion of light; 7.1.3 ¦ 
Quality of materials; 7.1.4.2 ¦ Increased robustness; 7.1.5.1 ¦ Stability at elevated temperature; 7.1.7 ¦ Resistance to 
igniFon; 7.2.4 ¦ Droplets and splashes of liquids. 
FITTING AND SIZING – To put on and take off the product, simply place the head band over your head with the visor in front 
of your face and adjust the fit by Fghtening or loosening the elasFc tape through the Adjuster. Only wear products of a 
suitable size that are correctly adjusted. Products which are too loose may not stay in place and if too Fght will be 
uncomfortable. The length and tension on the elasFc tape can be adjusted to fit most adults.  
COMPATIBILITY – To opFmise protecFon, it will be necessary to use these products with suitable gloves/ gowns/ masks. In 
this case, before carrying out the risk-related acFvity, consult your supplier or supervisor to ensure that all your protecFve 
products are compaFble and suitable for your applicaFon. Warning - Parts of the visor that come into contact with your 
skin may lead to allergic reacFons. In this case please disconFnue use and seek medical advice.  
STORAGE AND TRANSPORT – When not in use, store the product in a dark, well-venFlated area away from extremes of 
temperature and sunlight. Never place heavy items on top of it. If possible, avoid excessive folding and preferably store it 
hanging verFcally. If the product is wet, allow it to dry fully before placing it into storage.  
OBSOLESCENCE - This visor has a shelf life of 3 years. Service life will depend on usage condiFons, but the visor should be 
disposed of and replaced if badly scratched or damaged in some way that prevents safe use. The visor sheet is replaceable. 
Replacements can be purchased at www.nifcoeu.com. 

7. Rotate the right-hand end of the visor band 
~30degree clock-wise past the detent to lock in 
place.

8. ACach the visor sheet at one side of the visor 
band. Ensure the visor sheet is hooked under the 
guide tab as shown

9. Wrap visor sheet around, aligning holes with guide 
pegs and hook under second guide tab

10. Use the elasFc tap adjuster to achieve a 
comfortable fit

Cleaning 
Immerse in warm water with a mild detergent and scrub with a non-abrasive cloth or soP brush.
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REPAIR – If the visor becomes damaged, it will NOT provide the opFmum level of protecFon, and therefore should be 
immediately replaced. All replacements can be purchased at www.nifcoeu.com If in doubt always consult the manufacturer 
before aCempFng any type of repair. 
CLEANING – Only use the following recommended cleaning treatment - Rinse with warm water and a mild detergetnt. 
NEVER use solvent based cleaning agents. New, replacement visors can be inserted into the headband if they become 
damaged.               
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